FIRST OVER EVEREST
in the air. If we were to fly as low as possible, we would save
on the oxygen and its weight; if, on the other hand, we flew
high, we should save on the photographic gear but consume
much more oxygen and take a slightly greater risk of oxygen
failure. Both these variables had to be worked in to the per-
formance of the engine and its supercharger, of which the
"rated altitude" was 13,000 feet; at this altitude this particular
variety of Pegasus engine, with its yl-inch supercharger, does
its finest work in terms of fuel consumption, speed, and climb,
which in turn are dependent on propeller thrust.
Much calculation and the drawing of many graphs was
consequently necessary before a compromise could be arrived
at, giving the greatest efficiency.
There was also a political factor involved—the necessity for
crossing the Nepalese frontier at such a height that the primitive
inhabitants of the outlying districts, who had never before seen
an aeroplane, or probably not even heard of one, might not
be unduly alarmed.
Finally, we found it possible to carry four cylinders in each
aeroplane, each of 750 litres capacity, a total of 3,000; or 1,500
per person. The fourth cylinder was to be a reserve for emer-
gency only, and used only in case of failure of the normal
supply from the remaining three cylinders. To make this
safeguard a reality it was decided to duplicate all the piping
and instruments of the oxygen.
The oxygen cylinders were carried in racks in the fuselages of
the machine, and led through valves and high-pressure copper
piping to a special oxygen instrument board in the pilot's and
observer's cockpits, respectively. First it passed through a
pressure gauge, which indicated the pressure and atmospheres
in the cylinder, and, incidentally, in the high-pressure side of the
system, this conveniently giving a direct indication of the
quantity of gas remaining in the cylinders.
The initial pressure was 120 atmospheres, and die cylinders
would be virtually empty when the pressure dropped below
thirty, From the pressure gauge the gas passed to the regulating

